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GEOGRAPHY OFFSHORE Oil & GAS, EnERGY

Faroese shipping company 
Thor is seeing its international 

business grow at accelerating pace as 
it speeds up the renewal of its fleet of 
offshore vessels for a long-term charter 
contract signed with petroleum geo-
services (pgs) in Thor’s largest busi-
ness deal to date. 

Meanwhile the company has ex-
panded its management and fulfillment 
service and is now operating and man-
ning a fleet of vessels for foreign ship-
owners, out of its head offices at hósvík, 
Faroe islands.

as part of its contract with pgs, 
signed in november 2012, Thor placed 
an order of four new and highly special-
ized seismic support vessels with Tur-
key’s Besiktas shipyard for first deliv-
ery in mid august 2014 and last in May 
2015. if things go according to plan, four 
additional new vessels of the same type 
are set to be ordered in 2014.

owned and operated by Thor and 
ten-year time chartered to pgs with 
option for extension, the new offshore 
vessels will provide operational support 

around the world for the pgs fleet of 
seismic ships, pgs said in a statement. 
The new vessels will cover offshore bun-
kering, crew change assistance, supply of 
provision and spare parts, and support 
during in-sea maintenance of seismic 
equipment.

Designed by norway’s skipsteknisk, 
the vessels are being built specifically 
for seismic support services to improve 
efficiency at sea for seismic ships, save 
on fuel and emissions, offer bunkering 
capacity, and have ice capability as well.

an international oil services com-
pany focused on seismic and data anal-
ysis, headquartered in the norwegian 

capital oslo, pgs—with whom Thor 
has been working for almost 15 years—
said the support vessels will have “a wide 
range of capabilities, including ice class 
1a, passenger capacity for transporting 
a full seismic crew, extra work boat, tow-
ing capability and ability to carry and 
transfer fuel oil at sea.

“equipped with modern, efficient 
propulsion systems the vessels will be 
performing their tasks with minimal 
fuel consumption, enabling fuel cost 
savings up to 60 percent from the ves-
sels we use today, and further enhancing 
pgs’ cost efficiency in marine seismic 
operations.”
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New Vessels for Thor iN largesT Deal To DaTe
In its most major deal to date, 
Thor signs a long-term charter 
contract with Norway’s PGS—
in the process ordering four new 
seismic support vessels with the 
option of adding another four 
new builds to the contract. 

Nordic traditioNs:  “The new line 
of support vessels will ensure a safer and 
more efficient level of support to our 
seismic fleet,” said pgs Ceo Jon erik 
reinhardsen. “our long standing coop-
eration with Thor makes us comfortable 
that the vessels will be operated in the 
most efficient manner, ensuring high 
standards in hse [health, safety, envi-
ronmental] and marine management. 
Their track record with our operations is 
first class, and their commitment to the 
seismic support business makes them a 
valuable partner for our seismic opera-
tions.”

“We are very pleased with this con-

tract, which is the largest in the history 
of our company,” said Thor Ceo hans 
andrias Joensen. “Thor has been provid-
ing services to pgs for the last 14 years 
and the cooperation has been very good. 
We view this contract and opportunity 
as a great compliment and endorsement 
from pgs, inspiring us to continuously 
provide the high quality and flexible ser-
vices that is expected of us.”

in a separate development, Thor 
signed a contract with svitzer scandi-
navia, of sweden, to manage regulatory 
compliance and take care of statutory 
obligations under Faroese law, along-
side crew management and payroll, for 
a number of svitzer workboats recently 
registered under the Faroese flag. 

“here we act as agents and man-
agement partners for foreign shipown-
ers who wish to conduct business under 
Faroese jurisdiction,” said Thor Man-
aging Director/operations, gunnbjørn 
Joensen. “We’re both pleased and proud 
to serve svitzer.”

Mr. Joensen added: “While we’ve 
worked with many clients over the years, 
svitzer are the first to hire our manage-
ment and fulfillment service. We decid-
ed to offer this service after we concluded 
that there is a demand while at the same 
time we have the capacity and expertise 
required—after all, we know a thing or 
two about international shipping, we 
have good experience with workboats, 
and we’re well acquainted with how the 

Fas [Faroe islands international ship 
register] works. 

“The scandinavian market, not least 
the swedish, is of interest in this con-
nection and we believe the Faroese open 
ship registry can be an excellent choice 
for many merchant vessels. The Faroe is-
lands is a reputable seafaring nation with 
nordic traditions and a highly developed 
society. There are some good tax incen-
tives as well, and a public administration 
that is extremely accessible and efficient.”
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Offshore shipping company  
specializing in marine seismic services.  
Management and fulfillment service. 
Owner-operator of fishing vessels.

Denmark subsidiary:  
Thor DK

Chase/support and guard vessels: 
•Thor Supporter •Tórsvík •North Star 
•Thor Pioneer •Thor Server •Thor Goliath  
•Thor Provider •Thor Guardian  
•Thor Beamer •Thor Alpha 
•Thor Omega •Thor Assister •Thor Chaser

Fishing vessels: 
•Thor •Vesturland •Ran •Túgvusteinur 
•Phoenix •Sermilik II •Norðheim 
•Varðborg •Chr. Høy

seismic support vessels ordered: 
Four newbuilds — skipsteknisk sT-204 
Yard: Besiktas shipyard 
Design: skipsteknisk 
Delivery: aug. 2014 (first), May 2015 (last)

CEO Hans Andrias Joensen, right,  
with managing director operations  
Gunnbjørn Joensen; 
Skipsteknisk image rendering of Thor’s 
new seismic support vessels (below);
The Thor Alpha (opposite).


